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Abstract.  We consider a generalized Gauaaian random field given by the equation P~ = ~1, in S C R q, 
where P is a positive elliptic type operator of order 2p and ~ is a Gau~ian  white noise. Est imates 
of the coefficients of the operator P are given indices of which are greater than 2p - q/2  . These 
estimates are strongly consistent (with probabil ity 1). When q > 4 , in SchrSdinger's equation the 
potential  can be est imated with probabil ity 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many papers the following problem was discussed. Which parameters are determined with 
probability 1 if we have a generalized Gaussian random field ~ given by a positive elliptic type 
differential operator. It is well-known that in the one parameter case, i.e., if we have a diffusional 
type stochastic process, the diffussion coefficient can be estimated with probability 1. In papers 
[2], [5] it was shown what kind of coefficients cannot be determined with probability 1 in a 
random field problem. In paper [1] estimates are given which tend almost surely to the desired 
parameters. In this paper, using similar estimates we prove limit theorems in the case when 
the elliptic type operator has non-constant coefficients. Among others we get results analogous 
to [1] in the nonstationary case, but in our case coefficients are constant. When the dimension 
of our initial space is greater than 4 we can estimate, with probability 1, the potential c(t) in 
SchrSdinger's equation 
( -A  + c(t)) ~(t) = tl(t), in S, 
having a realization ~ . 
2. GENERALIZED RANDOM FIELDS AND STOCHASTIC PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let 
P= ~ (-1) I~1 na(b,#(t)D #) = ~_~ aa(t)D" 
Icd,lZl~p Icd~2p 
be a positive elliptic type operator. We shall say that the generalized Gaussian random field 
satisfies the equation 
P~ = 71, 
in a bounded domain S C R q, where y : C~ (S) ---* H; and H is a Hilbert space of random 
variables with finite second moments, ~/is a white noise with properties 
E(ta, y) = 0, E(~,r/)(¢,r/) -- (ta, P¢),  ~ ,¢  e C~(S), 
i f~ : C~(S)  --* H is linear, continuous and (P~,~) = (~,~) for all ~ E C~(S). Our main goal 
is to estimate the coefficients ba,#. 
In the sequel we have to study our equations in a more general form. Yu. A. Rozanov 
suggested a new method in the investigation ofboundary value problems of mathematical physics 
(see [3], [4]). This method seems to be extremely convenient when one uses it for generalized 
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Gaussian random fields and equations related to them. We follow his scheme for partial stochastic 
differential equations. 
Let S C T C R q be a bounded domain and F = OS. The following spaces are proposed by Yu. 
A. Rozanov: 
W = C~(T) W, where (~o,¢)w = (~,P¢) ,  
X = {x • D ' (T ) :  (~,z)  is continuous in (~, P~0)½ } = W* = PW, 
x( r )  = {~ • x :  supp z C r}. 
I f z  = Pu,  then 11 z Ilx=ll ~ Ilw= sup(v,~). 
yEW 
We say that ( satisfies the boundary value problem 
P(  = r/, in S, 
(~, ~) = (~r, ~), • • x ( r ) ,  
(1) 
(2) 
where r I : W ---* H, ~r : X(F) ~ H are linear continuous Gaussian random fields, if ~ : X --+ H 
is linear, continuous, (P~,~) = (~,~1) for all ~ • C~°(S) and (~,x) = (~r,x) for all x • X(F).  
From [3] it is known that (1), (2) has a unique solution. We assume that C~°(S) C X . 
3. A THEOREM AND ITS COROLLARIES 
In [5] it is shown that having a realization of ~ in the domain S the coefficients a~(t), t • 
S, Ic~l < 2p-  ~ cannot be generally estimated with probability 1. In [1] it is proved, that 
observing the stationary random field ~ in an arbitrary small neigbourhood of a point t • S, one 
can estimate with probability 1 the coefficients a~, ]a I > 2p-  2 ~. We shall presently give the 
structure of these estimates as we use them. 
In the beginning we arrange the exponents in the following way: from relations lal < 1/31 or 
I~t = IN and ~ cq < ~g it follows that ~ < ¢~. 
i----1 i-----1 
For every /3 we take 7(/3) = (7~,...,Tq),Tk = l+s /3k ,  k -- 1,...,q, where e is small. For 
simplicity we assume that 0 • S. Let us take a U • C8°(S) such that (D~U, U) > 0 and, with 
the help of it, the following "testing functions": 
Vm,n = U(nTt  - m) ,  m = (t ' f t l ,  ..., mq),  mi  • N, m • nVS, (nTt = (nT~tl, ..., n'r~tq)). 
For the maximal value of/3 the estimate has the form 
(Urn,n, DO5)~ 
S~= E (D~U,U)n(~,'~)C(S)' 
rnEn'rS 
where C(S) means the volume of S. 
For other 13 we may assume that coefficients aa are determined for ~ > /3 . 
a~D ~ and the estimate is built on the basis of the differential operator 
~>Z 
Let Q( D) = 
& = ~ (urn,., Q~)2 _ (urn,., Qum,.) 
men~s (D~U, U)n(Z,'r)C(S) 
In [1] it is shown that Sn ---* ~A 2 and Sn --~ ha, (lfll > 2p - ½), if n ~ oe, in mean square and 
almost surely (a.s.). 
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We show that this statement remains valid in the nonstationary case, as well. In the case of 
nonconstant coefficients a~(t) we give modified estimates which also carry information about the 
coefficients. 
In this paper we change the form of the statistics a little. Let Um,n = U(na(nT(t - to)) - m), 
where d is small. For maximal/3 let 
and for other fl let 
where 
and 
S, ,= Z (Um'n'D~)2 
,ne, ,s  ( D/3U' U)n(/3'7)+(l~l-q)d ' C( S) ' 
Q(D) = ~ a°(to)D ~, 
a>~ 
pO_  ~ (-1)aDa(ba~(t°)D/3)= Z a°(t°)Da' 
Icd,l~l_<p Ic~l_<2p 
Q )2 _ QUa,.) 
m6n~S 
We shall prove the following statement. 
THEOREM. Let p, pO be positive, elliptic type operators, ba,~(t) E C °°. I f  a random field 
satis es (1), to e s, and > 2p-  ½, then 
1 
s. aO(,o), if n ---* oo, a.s. and in mean square, 
for maximal fl and 
Sn --* a°~(to), if n --* oo, a.s. and in mean square, 
for other/3. 
We have immediately that ag(t0) = ~ (-1)lalb~6(t0). Using the Theorem and a result of 
a+6=/~ 
[5] we get the following corollaries: 
Coro l lary  1. In the case when P is an operator with constant coefficients, observing ~ in an 
arbitrary small neighbourhood of to, we can determine aa, la[ > 2p-  ½, with probability 1. 
Coro l lary  2. The probability measures #t, #2 corresponding topositive, elliptic type operators 
PI, P2 with constant coefficients in stochastic differential equation (1) for even q are equivalent 
if and only if P1, P2 have the same coefficients of order greater than 2p - {. 
Coro l lary  3. Let us consider Schr6dinger's equation 
(--A + c(t))~(t) = T/(t), in S, 
where A is the Laplace operator and c(t), 0 < c(t) E C °° , is a potential. From the Theorem it 
follows that for q > 4 with the help of a realization ~ for every t0 E S one can give an estimate 
which tends to c(t0) almost surely. This means that from a realization ~ we can determine the 
potential almost surely. 
These corollaries generalize the result of [1], [2], [5]. V. B. Goryainov proved corollaies 1 and 2 
in his doctoral thesis by a different method. Corollary 2 has been proved by me also in the case 
of nonconstant coefficients. 
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4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In our proof at first we show that the expectation of S,~ (S, )  converges and later that D~(Sn) = 
o(n-~),$ > 0. The convergence of the mean will be proved in some steps. For simplicity we 
suppose to -- 0. 
a) P has constant coefficients and ~ is a stationary random field. 
~(~) ~x In this case E(U,~) 2 = f p(i;q-.., where fi means the Fourier transform of U and P(iA) = 
a~(i£) ~. Let us assume that  IAZl < CP(iA) for all 1/31-< 2p .  I f~  is maximal, then 
[,~l<2v 
E(Um,,, DZ[) _ C(n, S) / )~:Zfi~d)~ 
ES, = ~ (D~U,U)n(Z,~)+(IZI-q)d. C(S) - (DZU, U)n(~,'~)+(lZl-q)d. C(S) P(i)~-------~' 
rn~n'~S 
where C(n,S) is the number of those m for which m E n~S, Un(t) = U((n~t)nd), because of 
stationarity of ~. After transformation of variables 
C(n,S) 
ES~ = (n~g, U)nI~IC(S) Y ((~n~)n"Y ' ~( '  ~d, ~ ) "  ,~,~" 
We have (7, (~) < (7,/3) for all c~ < 13 and so 
((pn'~)n'~)~ 1 
- - ,  if n ---+ oo. a~(i(#n")ndy az 
Ic~l=2p 
Using the fact that  C(n, S)/n ~ , C(S), if n ~ o<) and, further, that  by assumption I (u"~)~ 
is bounded, on the basis of Lebesgue's theorem 
ES~ ~ 1/a~, if n ~ oo. 
In the case when/3 is not maximum 
E~. = ~ E(Um,., QO 2 - (Um,., QUa,.) 
= 
_ C(n, S) / Q(i(#nT). d) Q(i(#n~)n d)- P(i(#nT)n d) 52(#)d#. 
- (DZU, U)nblC(S) p(i(pn.Y)na) x n(Z,~) 
By the same arguments as for max imum fl one can prove ES,, --* az if n --* c¢. 
b) P has constant coefficients. 
We know that the random field ~ satisfies P~ -- ~ in S . We assume that IAZ[ < CP(iA) for all 
]/31 -< 2p. We denote by ~ the stat ionary random field for which P~ = 7/in S. Then ~ = ~ + v , 
where Pv : 0 in S. According to the well- known results for elliptic type operators, v E C°°(S). 
We shall investigate the case of maximal fl . The other cases can be proved in a similar way. Let 
d(n) = (DZU, U) . n (z'~)+(lzl-q)d . C(S). Then 
ES,= ~ S(Um'~'nZ~)2 
= ,~e,~s ~ E((U,~,n,~(~))D~) 2 + (Um,,,d(n)DZv)2 + 2 (U.~,., D~)'d(n)(Urn'"' D~v) }. 
In section a) we proved that 
E(Um,., DZ~) 2 1 , if n ~ ~,  
Z - o-; 
rnEn~S 
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E(U~,., Da~) ~ < d~ . n (~'~)-I~l+(l~l-q)d. 
The support  of U,,,.,, is in a compact set K C S .  D~v is bounded on this compact set, because 
v E C ¢~ • From this 
E(U,n,., D/~v) ~ < d~(U.~,., U.~,.) < d3 n-M-dq, 
as one can easily prove that E sup(Dt~v) ~< c¢. From Cauchy's inequality we get 
K 
I Z 2E(Um'a'DZ~)(Um'n'DZv) m~n~s d(n) < d4 • n -((~''f)-I~ld)/2. 
Further 
E(Vm,., D~v) ~ 
Y~ d(n) <- d~n-dq-(~"r)-(l~l-q)d' 
mEn'~S 
and this means ES. ---, aA; , a.s., if n -+ 0o. 
c) P has nonconstant coe~icients, ~has zero boundary values. 
In this part  it is assumed that ~ has the following form: 
P~=77,  in SoCS,  
= 0, • E x ( r0 ) ,  r0 = OSo. 
Let us take 
pO = Z (-1)lalDa(ba,z(O)D/3) +#D°' 
I~l,l~l_<p 
where 0 < # < max sup Ib.~(t) - b~(O) l  and the corresponding random field ~0: 
a,# tESo 
pO~0 = r/o , in So, 
= 0 ,  • E x ( ro ) ,  
where 7/0 is a generalized random field withE(ta, r/o) = 0, E(ta, rl°)(¢, rl °) -- (~, Poe) ;  !P, ¢ E 
D(So). The operator  pO and the random field ~o satisfy conditions of part b) and this gives 
ES ° --, tg, if n ~ oo, where t9 = ~1 if/~ is maximal; ES  ° ---* tg, if n ~ co, where t9 = a~(0), if 
I/~1 # 0 and/~ is not maximal, and ~ = ao°(0) + p, if ~ > 2p. 
Let Q = D ~, if/~ is maximal and Q = ~ a°(0)D ~, if fl is not maximal. We have 
a># 
ES,, - ES ° = Z E(Um,n, Q~)2 _ E(Um,.,Q~°)~ 
mo,.s d(n) (3) 
The boundary values of random fields are zero. So the equalities 
E(Um,,~, Q~)~ = sup (~, QUm,n) 2, (4) 
~ED(So),(~a,P~a)<l 
E(U,n,., Q~O)2 = sup (~, QU.~,n) 2 (5) 
~,e D(So),(~,,P ° ~)< 1 
are true for those n for which suppU.~,n C So, and this is fulfilled for n large enough. 
For df > max sup [bad(t) - b,~(0)[ the following inequalities can be easily proved: 
a,~ tESo 
(~, P to )= (~o, P°~o)+(to , (p_pO)~) = (~o,p01o)+ E (D'~' (b,~(t)-bc, t3(O))Dt~to)-It(~, <p), 
I~l,lt~l<p 
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_ 2 > (T, Pio) > (~, P°~o) - 6cI II ~ IIH~_ ( i  - c. c)(~, P°~), 
(@,Pto) <_ (~a,P°@) + 6c~ II ¢P I1~,, 
where II • I IH ,  means the Sobolev norm. In [6] it was shown that, for positive operators with 
constant coefficients, 
II ~ I1~=< c2(~P,P°~#), ~ E D(So), 
and from here by Garding's inequality 
II ~ I1~,~ ~3(~, p0~), ~ e D(So). (6) 
Further, 
(1 - 6c)(~, p0~) < (~, p~)  < (1 + 6c)(~, p0~). 
From (3), (4), (5) and (7) we get 
< lim ES~< lim ES,,< ~ .  
1 + 6c ~-~oo - n-co - 1 - 6c 
(7) 
d) The general case. 
Let 6 be an arbitrary positive constant. Let us take such So C S for which 0 E So and 
maxa,~ suptes o Iba~(t) - b~(0)]  < 6. This can be done because b~z(t) E C ~.  We consider 
the following random field: 
P~=77, inS ,  
(~, ~) = (~r, ~), ~ ~ x ( r0 ) ,  
P~ = rl, in So, 
(~, ~) = o, • ~ x ( ro ) ,  
Pv=O,  in So, 
(v, ~) = (~r, ~), • ~ x ( r0 ) .  
Obviously, in So we have ~ = ~ + v and v E C °°. In part c) we proved that for the estimate S~ 
which is based on ~ one has 
t9 
< lim ESn < lim ESn < ~- - .  -------g 
1 + co l  - 
We have 
ESn - ESn = 
From (5), (6) it follows that 
But 
and it gives 
d-~n)n) E{(Um,n, Qv)2 + 2(U,~,n, Q~)(Um,n, Qv) }. 
rnEn'¢S 
E(Um,n, Q~)2 < rl • n -171-qd. 
E(Um,n,Qv)  2 < r2 II um,~ I1~_< r3n-H-qd, 
IES~ - ES . I  < rnl~l n-I~l-qd 
n(9,=~)+(lZl--~)d ' 
which means [ESn - ESn[ ~ 0 , if n ~ o¢. The last statement, because of the arbitrariness of 
> 0 , yields 
1 
lim ESn - if n ---+ cc and/~ is maximal, 
n--.oo ag(0)'  
lim ESn = a~ (0), if n ---+ ~ and fl is not maximal .
n- - '+  OO 
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e) Estimation of variance of statistics. 
We show that in the case I•l > 2p-  ½ the variance D2S, = o(n-'),p > 0. Because ~ is Gaussian 
we get that S,  converges a.s. 
We need the following lemma proposed by Yu. Rozanov and which can be found in [1]. 
Lemma.  Let y(n), z(n) be two sequences of Gaussian variables with zero mean. If, for every 
u~, ok, there exists c > 0 with 
(z / E cky(uk) < cE c~z(uk) , 
x ]g ~,  
then for the sequences y2(n) = y2(n) - Ey2(n), z2(n) = z2(n) - Ez~(n) it is also true that, for 
every uk, ck, there exists a d > 0 for which 
E(  ~ ckYg.(uk)) 2 <_ dE(~ ckz~(uk)) 2.
Using the results from c) and d) we get 
S(u, Q~)2 = E(u, Q()2 + 2S(u, Q()(u, Qv) + S(u, Qv) 2, 
E(u, Qv) 2 <_ fl II u 112L2< f2(u,Pu), 
if the support of u is sufficiently small. From (5), (6) it follows that 
E(u, Q~)2 = sup (~o, Qu) 2 < II Qu [1~2 sup H ~0 IIL~ < fs(u, Pu), 
~E D( So ),( ~,P ~ ) <_ 1 ~E D( So ),( cp ,P%o) < 1 
and so E(u, Q~)2 <_ f . Z(u, 0)2. 
Using the Lemma and the fact that 71 is a Ganssian white noise 
D2Sn<glD2{ E (~] )~} = gl Z D2(d2(n)Um'"'~])2 < 
mEnVS m6n'¢S 
(Urn,n, RUm,n)  2 2 max(a,7)- 2(~,7)-171+2(2p-lfll)d 
< g2 E n~[(/L~)+(lal-~)d] < gsn ~ 
mEn'tS 
Since e and d are small then 
(~, 7) ~ 2p,  (~,7) ~ I~1, 171 ~ q .  
Therefore D~Sn = o(n-t), 6 > 0, for I~1 > 2p - ½. Thus the theorem is proved. 
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